Science

English

Maths

During this term, we will use Beowulf, How to Train
your Dragon and Norse Myths to provide
opportunities to write to entertain. We will
discuss Anglo-Saxon punishment, comparing it to
modern punishment. We will also explore poetry.
Spelling lessons will continue weekly and the
children will enjoy our class book and texts in
Guided Reading. Please continue to support your
children by encouraging them to read frequently.

In maths sessions, the children will continue to
explore fractions through their relationship to
decimals and percentages. Children will
complete calculations with decimals, investigate
properties of shape and convert units, including
volume. They will develop skills using reflection,
translation and position on a grid. Arithmetic
skills will be practised daily.

Computing
The children will develop their
computing skills using the Purple
Mash scheme. This term the
children will be learning
How to cite sources and
how to create concept maps.

Year 5

Summer Term

Our work in science this term will continue with
reversible and irreversible changes. We will then
look at the changes humans go through as they
develop from a foetus, through childhood and
adulthood to old age.

2022
Art and DT

History
In our history lessons this term, the children will learn about the Anglo-Saxon invasion.
We will learn about settlements and village life, Anglo-Saxon gods and the rise of
Christianity. Finally, we will examine some artefacts found at Sutton Hoo and discuss
the significance of their discovery. This learning will prepare us for our Vikings topic
next term!

PHSE
Our focus will be
‘Relationships’, where the children
will learn that belonging to an
online community can have positive
and negative consequences and
there are rights and
responsibilities in an online
community or social network.

Children will be developing
their collage skills in art through
investigating Anglo-Saxon
artefacts. They will also
research, design, make and
evaluate a Viking purse in DT.

PE
RE
During the term we will be exploring
the big questions: What kind of King
was Jesus? and What matters most
to Humanists and Christians?

Music
The children will be listening to, and
appraising, a range of music genres as well as
learning the song ‘Dancing in the Street’ by Martha
and The Vandellas. We will be reflecting on songs
we have learnt this year and performing them.

The children will
complete a dance unit as
well as develop skills in
athletics and team
games.

